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NFT-backed Cosmic Real Estate Registries
Powering The Virtual Space Economy
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Founder’s Story 
My name is Bobby Singh and I am passionate about NFTs and building dApps around 
my interests in science and technology. I'm a big believer that whatever the mind can 
conceive, the mind can achieve. I built NiftySky to invoke a generation of cosmic 
exploration by bringing celestial assets to the NFT culture. The project has been 100% 
self-conceptualized, self-built and self-funded. This is my first attempt at raising 
capital and scaling NiftySky vision to the broader tech and NFT communities.

https://bobbysingh.me/
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NiftySky Mission

Planets, moons and asteroid specific NFT 

registries provide transparent and decentralized 

record-keeping of naming and ownership rights

NFTs capture scientific reference data, 

provenance and unlock new economic models for 

Space assets and Web3 engagement

We NFT scientific data and geographic mapping to 
create real estate registries that advance space 

education, exploration and Web3 economy
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Building out The Cosmic “NiftyVerse” 

Nature of human 
consciousness is to 
wonder, explore and 

collect; Space is the final 
frontier

Real-estate historically 
considered as a scarce 
and valuable asset for 

wealth generation + 
preservation

NiftySky pairs intrinsic 
human motivations and  
scarcity of virtual real 

estate by building out the 
cosmic metaverse

++ =
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Scientific Data is highest quality data as it can impact 
humanity positively, thus driving highest potential value 

Scientific Data 

Virtual Real Estate
Scientific Data Paired to 

NiftySky offers unique, data driven references for cosmic real estate 
with regional coordinates, diameter and key features for each NFT

Real estate  historically proven to be highly desirable and 
scarce asset. Blockchain backed scarcity is the new paradigm

Real estate

NiftySky leverages NASA and USGS planetary, lunar and asteroid mapping 
serve as the “NFT Deed” along with supporting scientific sources

Scientific Data-as-an-Asset 
Class: We are creating a 
new emerging class of 
next-gen valuable NFTs
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Planetary, Lunar and Asteroid Registries

Planets Price

Mars: ~2000 regions 1

Venus ~2400 regions .30

Mercury ~500 regions .40

Exoplanets ~4900 .50

4 Registries= 9,800+ total NFTs

Average NFT Price .50

Asteroids Price

Near Earth Asteroids:2700 .25 

Potentially Hazardous- 800 .30

Ceres .25

Vesta .25

4 Registries= 3,755+ total NFTs

Average NFT Price .25

Moons Price

Moon ~9500 regions .50

Titan ~285 regions .60

Europa~ 120 regions .60

Ganymede ~200 regions .25

4 Registries= 10,205+ total NFTs

Average NFT Price .50
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Pre-Launch-*We are here*

DAO Launch

Token
Airdrop

Integrations
Expansion

Formation of DAO 
structure, values and 
community proposals 

24,000+ unique Celestial Real Estate 
NFTs in Planetary, Lunar and Asteroid 
Registries priced ~.5 ETH each

SPACE token airdrop can be 
claimed by original minters to 
enhance governance and 
ecosystem utility 

DeFi possibilities; NFT staking 
and mortgage collateralization 
use cases + AR/ VR integrations 

Continue scaling into 
different verticals; space 
themed gaming, 
experimental use cases etc.

Launch to Expansion Roadmap
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Incentives &  Web3 Engagement
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Naming + Ownership 
Rights by referencing 

International 
Astronomical Union data

Access to exclusive 
future drops (real estate 

+ space art)

Governance Participation: 
users vote on DAO 

proposals and directions 

Participate in 
upcoming DeFi, 

Gaming, AR and VR 
integrations

Claim SPACE tokens; 
only minting addresses 

will be able to claim 

Access to exclusive 
community events and 

NASA planned trips



SPACE Tokenomics

SPACE token powers the NiftySky Ecosystem
1. Enables Decentralized Governance
2. Enables Streamlined Commerce 
3. Enables Ecosystem Incentivization 
4. Enables Exclusive Access

Fair Launch Commitment: There will be no pre or public sale and SPACE can only be purchased post token launch. It 
can be claimed as airdrops by original NFT minters to enhance platform utility and DAO’s governance. 

Community + ecosystem fund: original NFT 
minters, early supporters & DAO’s treasury

Marketing/
Media 

Charity: Space 
education/exploration

70% 14% 10% 6%

Team 
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Production-ready, live 
and scalable tech stack 

for speed + security

Web3 ready with 
mobile support and 
user engagement 

Front-end optimized for 
speed, visual appeal 

and engagement 

User-driven UI/UX 
with streamlined  

functionality 

Scalable + Secure Stack

Integrative, data 
driven architecture 

with analytics

Penetration testing + 
Vulnerability assessment 

in progress
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Invest & help NiftySky Grow

Project has been bootstrapped since inception with just 
1 full-stack dev and the founder as CEO/CTO 

Our ambition is to build out the “Niftyverse” ecosystem: 
Cosmic NFTs, DeFi, gaming, AR/VR integrations with a 
robust community of supporting enthusiasts 

We are looking to raise $1.2M via presale of cosmic 
real estate NFTs at an average price of .5 ETH/ asset

All Presale participants will also receive SPACE 
tokens as an airdrop

Proceeds from NFT-Presale will help accelerate 
DAO’s formation,  governance, platform scaling and 
further drive community growth + incentives
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